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Abstract

On heterogeneous mobile platforms (Android, iPhone, MS phone) it should develop each suitable software of a same service for each platform. Therefore, it may be very big issue how to reduce lifecycle time of software development. To solve this issue, one of solutions will be the automatic code generation for even simple or huge mobile software. Specially, it can reduce the unnecessary code developing time of mobile software development, and also improve the good quality of the software through reusing the verified codes. In this paper, we propose our method automatically to generate User Interface (UI) code in a special Android platform. The proposed method consists of 1) the transformation step of transforming class diagram from the abstracted UI model, and 2) the generation step of generating UI code from the class diagram. Our approach is possible to rapidly develop the smartphone application by reducing the amount of programming code which a developer should develop.
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1. Introduction

The previous mobile phone applications had small size and function due to limited resources such as the lack of memory, hardware speed, and etc. But the current smartphone applications gradually increase the amount of program, and the smartphone market also becomes popular in the world, which is similar hardware performance of smartphone with Personal Computer (PC) [1]. In this environment, rapid software development is still required.

The effective method for rapid development is likely to use the automatic tools with reusability in software. In particular, the automatic code generation gives to shorten development time because it automatically generates code and reduces unnecessary coding time of developers. Also, it can improve the good quality of the software through re-using the verified codes. To achieve them, the model transformation will be a core technology in Model Driven Development (MDD) [2] that automatically transfers platform specific model (PSM) from platform independent model (PIM). The model transformation consists of model-to-mode, and model-to-text.

We have performed our research to adapt this model transformation into smartphone development [3-7] such as transferring a model from a model with ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [8] and transferring a code from a model with Acecleo [9] & code template [10]. On the result of our research, we confirmed the possibility that the model transformation automatically converts a code from the model. Recently, we have been studying another method to generate a code from sequence diagrams [11] and a
model transformation language [12].

In order to generate the full code with the result of our research, three elements of model transformation is required such as the UI to configure the mobile screen, the code that performs functions, and the project to configure the development environment. In this paper, we are limited to propose the automatic generation method of UI code in Android platform to improve and extend a part of our research. The proposed method is consisted of two steps: 1) transfer class diagram from the abstracted UI model and 2) generate UI code from the class diagram. If the method is applied, it is possible to rapidly develop the smartphone application by reducing the amount of code that the programmer must write.

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains related studies, including the basic concept of Model-to-Text transformation. Chapter 3 mentions the method of UI code generation for Android platform. Chapter 4 describes a case study to show code generation process. Last chapter mentions the conclusion and future work.

2. Related Works

Model-to-Text transformation is a method to automatically form a code from the model. This method algorithm is classified with two type mechanisms: visitor-based and template-based [13]. The visitor based mechanism is composed of purifying the internal expression of model tree and writing text in text stream. The object-oriented framework such as Jama provides the assembly of classes that represent UML model [14]. Template-based method is more similar with the code than the visitor mechanism. This is easily used in the repeated development of template. Template such as Acceleo [9] can represent text work due to the approach presented in section as well as code pieces within text that are incorrect in syntax or meaning.

3. A Method of UI Code Generation

The UML class diagram just generates skeleton code due to including just structural information, and needs additional written code. Therefore to generate more detailed code, class diagram with additional information is required. We proposed the UI model [15] abstracting UI component of Android platform to generate the full code of UI. Because UI model consists of the structural information of UI component, the additional information of event handler is required to generate the code for the behavioral information. To generate the full code of UI, we make profiling the information of the event handlers. The code generator uses this profiles to generate Java code. Therefore, a whole UI model transformation process like figure 1 consists of two steps: 1) to transfer class diagram from the abstracted UI model, and 2) to generate UI code from the class diagram.

![Figure 1. A method of code generation for User Interface (UI) in Android platform](image-url)
4. Case Study

To experiment the proposed method, we make an application of Android platform performing some process to load the file. Figure 2(a) shows to design an UI Model of this application. Figure 2(b) shows to transfer class diagram from the UI Model. The result of this transformation is created an Edit class and four Button classes. Each UI components is separated by stereo type such that a Button represents <<ui_button>>, an Edit <<ui_text>>, and a page <<ui_page>>.

(a) UI Model  (b) Class Diagram  (c) The execution result

**Figure 2. The result of transformation to class diagram form the UI Model**

On mapping the resulted class diagram of the stereo type with event handler profile, the code can be generated like figure 3. UI Model information is transformed into a layout's xml file, which generates to form the configuration in Android screen. Then we execute the generated UI code from the class diagram. Finally we got the result as shown figure 2(c).

```java
EditText _edit = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.editText1);
_edit.setOnFocusChangeListener(new OnFocusChangeListener() {
    @Override
    public void onFocusChange(View v, boolean hasFocus) {});

Button _load = (Button) findViewById(R.id.btn_load);
_load.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
    @Override
    public void onClick(View v) {});

Button _select1 = (Button) findViewById(R.id.btn_select1);
_select1.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
    @Override
    public void onClick(View v) {});

Button _select2 = (Button) findViewById(R.id.btn_select2);
_select2.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
    @Override
    public void onClick(View v) {});

Button _select3 = (Button) findViewById(R.id.btn_select3);
_select3.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
    @Override
    public void onClick(View v) {});
```

**Figure 3. The result of code generation for Android Platform**
5. Conclusions

The automatic code generation gives to shorten development time because it reduces unnecessary coding time of his/her developer, which can improve the quality of the software due to re-using the verified codes.

The existing code generation just generates the skeleton code of UML class diagram due to including just structural information, but needs additional written code. To solve this problem in this paper, we proposed the method of automatic UI code generation in Android platform. The proposed method consists of two steps: 1) to transfer class diagram from abstracted UI model and 2) to generate UI code from class diagram. This method increase code generate rate with class diagram, UI model, and event handler profile. Further research should be conducted, which is not dealt in this study on model and UI transformation for heterogeneous platform.
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